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SAP Tax Insights Solution Pack
Automate your tax compliance and reduce tax
### Why does tax data compliance matter now?

#### Lack of Data Visibility
- Increasing Tax Risks Globally
- Stricter Regulatory Requirements
- Unnecessary Tax Costs
- Fraud Risks

#### How can Deloitte SAP Tax Insights benefit your future?
Leveraging on our proprietary Tax Insights powered by SAP’s Governance Risk and Compliance (GRC) platform, Deloitte helps businesses to automate analysis, track indirect tax on a transactional level, detect patterns and reveal insights from key data.

### So what’s in the pack?

**Phase 1 – Install & Assess**
- Predefined assessment scenarios
- Tax report Compliance concerns
- Tax saving opportunities

**Phase 2 – Analysis and Recommendations**
- Identify indirect tax saving opportunities
- Fix indirect tax regulation requirement gaps
- Implement process changes
- Deploy automated Continuous Control Monitoring solution

### What are the benefits?

**Find Indirect Tax saving opportunities**
- Paying indirect tax promptly and correctly
- Reduce human errors
- Gain insights from data

**Cut operational costs**
- Automated indirect tax reporting
- Reduce unnecessary administration costs
- Streamline integration of tax functions with business processes

**Green audit compliance**
- Enhance audit transparency
- Increase compliance measurement level
- Strengthen awareness of indirect tax risks and non-compliant activities

**Protect against fraud and regulatory violations**
- Automated Continuous Compliance Monitoring system
- Identify potential indirect tax risk and real time email alert
- Integrated remediation process to mitigate indirect tax risk
- Prevent potential indirect tax violations